Climbing Anchors
An Anchor Should:
*Note: Further discussion on the concept of redundancy will take place in your course
 Be as simple as possible
 Have redundancy at the master point *
 Have redundancy over the cliff edge*
 Have little or no possible extension (shock loading)
 Distribute loads as equally as possible to all placements/anchor points
 Be easy to work with and convenient
 Limit angles that exceed 90 degrees
 Be quick and easy to set-up and dismantle
Items to consider before building an anchor:
 Look at the “Big picture” spend time scouting for the best possible anchor sites
 The anchor should be set directly above the climb
 The use of solid gear is a priority (static ropes, runners, locking carabiners, cordalette, bolts and hangers)
 Natural anchors should be set away from the edge. The master point can extend over/near the edge
Use the following acronym (EARNEST) when evaluating our anchors:
*Note: This is one way to help you evaluate your anchor when you are new to building anchors
Equalized:
The load should be spread equally to all placements; no one point should carry more load than the others.
Angle:
All angles are less than 90 degrees. (See table below)
Redundant: *
 If any point in the system were to fail, there must always be another part of the system still intact to take the
load. (Exception: Use of Monolithic anchor, i.e. large tree)
 When placing protection, use a minimum of three placements.
 Mater point should be redundant
 Anchor should be redundant over the cliff edge
Non-Extending:
 The anchor construction should include the use of limiting knots or be tied off so as to prevent any possible
extension in the system.
Strong:
 The placements selected must be bomber, whether they are natural or artificial.
 Rock Assessment: Check the Macro and Micro (Boulders, Cracks, Flakes, Horns)
 Trees: Living, Healthy and Deep Root System, 6 inches in diameter, wrap low
 Protection: Try to use both Passive and Active Gear if possible
 Practice, Practice, Practice Placements
Timely:
 The placements and anchor construction must be quick, simple and do the job with minimum of equipment and
fuss.

Types of Materials Used to Build Anchors:
 Static rope
 Slings
 Webbing
 Carabiners
 Bolts
 Hangers
 Chains
 Protection (Cams, Stoppers, Hexes)
Incorrect Use of Carabiners - Dangerous Configurations:
 Over Edges
 Cross Loading over major/minor axis
 Three Way Loading
 Gate not closed properly
Top Rope Anchor Considerations:
Top rope anchors generally demand a bit more care to build, because:
 If you are in a teaching setting, many lives may be depending on your anchor.
 You are rarely right there next to the anchor to monitor it.
 Max force on a top rope anchor: A bit more than twice the weight of the climber.

Anchor Systems
Pre-Equalized/Sequential
Typically used at top or based manages sites for climbing & rappelling anchors where there is minimal anticipated
sideways movement. The rationale is that all arms of the anchor are weighted equally in the intended direction of pull.
The following is an example of an all-natural pre-equalized top rope anchor system using static line.

Pre-Equalized “V” - Anchor

Pre-Equalized – “V” Anchor with full strength tether

Self-Equalized/Multi-Directional
Used at top & bottom manages sites where there may be sideways movement of climber. The cord or webbing is
attached using the “flying X” or “quad rig” to allow the load to be distributed to the anchor equally even tough the
climber maybe moving sideways.

Flying X

Magic X

Quad Rig

Anochoring to Natural Anchors
Double Bowline secured with a double overhand – angle < 60 degrees (Pros & Cons)

Basket Hitch – angle < 60 degrees (Pros & Cons)

Basket Hitch tied off with an Overhand Knot – angle < 60 degrees (Pros & Cons)

Tensionless Hitch with figure 8 on a bite back-up (Pros & Cons)

Clove Hitch with Back-up (Pros & Cons)
Back-up Required?

Girth Hitch (Pros & Cons)

Master Point Construction
BFK Overhand with a loop, clipped backed

Figure 8 Dog Ears with a shelf

Additional Resources of Interest
General Guidelines for Gear Strength
Material
Sterling 7/16” Static Rope
7 mm Accessory Cord (nylon)
1” Military Spec. Webbing
1” Climb Spec. Webbing
1” Nylon Sling
10 mm Dyneema





Tensile Strength kN
30.4
12.4
18
18
22
22

Tensile Strength lbs.
6800
2788
4000
4200
4946
4946

The human body can potentially be “irreparably damaged” with a 12 kN (2698 lbs.) force fall.
Top rope anchor systems should be designed to hold 20 kN (4496 lbs.). This number has already accounted for rope stretch,
carabiners, belayer, etc… the real world number would be lower.
Gear placement: 1. Determine desired location 2. Evaluate rock quality 3. Determine direction of pull 4. Identify type of gear
needed 5. Place gear correctly in rock 6. Re-evaluate placement

Protection (perfect full strength pieces); Equalized (forces distributed); Stability (of master point); Strength (does it meet our target
#); Belayer position ( comfortable,effective); Edges (padded); Efficient (use of time and materials)

Camalots
kN
.3
8
.4
10
.5
12
.75
14
1-6
14
Tri cams Active kN
.0125
3
.025
5
.05
9
1
9
1.5 & 2
14
2.5 & 3
17
3.5 & 4
17
5
22
6
18
7
18
Hexemetrics
kN
# 1 -3
6
# 4 -11
10

lbf
1798
2248
2698
3147
3147
Passive kN
2
3
6
8
12
14
16
22
18
16
lbf
1349
2248

Stoppers
#1-2
#3
#4 -5
#6-13

kN
2
5
6
10

lbf
450
1124
1349
2248

How to tie the Bowline Knot
http://www.animatedknots.com/bowline/index.php?Categ=typeendloops&LogoImage=LogoGrog.png&Website=ww
w.animatedknots.com#ScrollPoint
How to tie the Double Fisherman’s
http://www.animatedknots.com/doublefishermans/index.php?Categ=climbing&LogoImage=LogoGrog.png&Website
=www.animatedknots.com#ScrollPoint
How to tie the Double Overhand, AKA Stopper Knot
http://www.animatedknots.com/doubleoverhand/index.php?Categ=climbing&LogoImage=LogoGrog.png&Website=
www.animatedknots.com#ScrollPoint
How to tie the Flat Overhand, AKA Euro Death Knot
http://www.animatedknots.com/flatoverhand/index.php?Categ=climbing&LogoImage=LogoGrog.png&Website=ww
w.animatedknots.com#ScrollPoint
How to tie the Klemheist Hitch
http://www.animatedknots.com/klemheist/index.php?Categ=climbing&LogoImage=LogoGrog.png&Website=www.a
nimatedknots.com#ScrollPoint
How to tie the Clove Hitch
http://www.animatedknots.com/clovehalfhitches/index.php?Categ=typehitches&LogoImage=LogoGrog.png&Websit
e=www.animatedknots.com#ScrollPoint
How to set up a Quad Rig (self-equalized anchor)
http://www.rockandice.com/video-gallery/amga
Intro to Cams
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bH2e33lEpzY
Basic Cam Placement (video, starts after a bit)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hNnfGHKgAMI
Placing Protection when building Anchors
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V7yKI5yzvqM
Midwest Mountain Guides
www.midwestmountainguides.com
PCIA (Professional Climbing Instructor Association
http://pcia.us/newpro/
Myth Busters
http://www.geir.com/mythbuster.html

